15th August, 2012, No.5

Dear Chaverot,
Summer is a slow time for some and a busy time for others. We in WIZO Head Office
are definitely in our busy mode. Summer renovations are being carried out in our schools
and day care centers whilst the children are on summer vacation, offices in Head Office
are making plans for the coming year, and programs are being planned months in advance.
Summer also gives us the opportunity to reflect on the last year and the new year that is
around the corner.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you, our WIZO volunteers, around the
world. It is your strength and conviction that has made everything that you will read
about in these pages - possible. Volunteers are not born as volunteers, but like
butterflies out of a chrysalis they emerge with a commitment towards helping others spreading their beauty and colors amongst all those with whom they come into contact.

With warm regards.

Prof. Rivka Lazovsky
Chairperson
World WIZO Executive
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PRESS RELEASE Sent out on 29.7.2012

WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS: CUTS IN THE BUDGET OF THE MINISTRY
OF INDUSTRY, TRADE AND LABOUR, MEANS A REDUCTION IN THE
SUBSIDIES GIVEN TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN IN DAY CARE CENTERS
AND THE COLLAPSE OF YOUNG FAMILIES.
WIZO, Naamat, and Emunah Women’s Organizations which operate Day Care
Centers for children aged 0-3 are warning that the planned cuts in the budget of
the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor will significantly reduce the tuition
subsidies which are given to parents of early age children in the Day Care
Centers, and will result in harming those same families who are affected time and
time again.
The leaders of the organizations say that young working families who, even
before the latest cuts found it hard to cope with the financial burden of paying
mortgages, taxes and for the education of their children, will be affected.
Netanyahu had promised that the education budget would not be touched and
even said that people will have more money in their wallets but, according to all
the data regarding young families they will again have to pay the price of the new
state policy.
‘Parents of children will simply collapse under the weight’ warns the heads of the
Women’s Organizations.
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WIZO Early Age Division
Once again one of the main talking points regarding Early Age Education is the
shortage of Day Care Centers which does not answer the demand for places.
WIZO has the important mission to open new Day Care Centers, and to extend
the existing Centers to meet the needs of young couples, and parents, in the
country
As new Day Care Centers open we are confronted with a problem that we have
been dealing with for a few years, that of a shortage of caregivers in the Day
Care Centers. One of the reasons for the shortage is the low pay of such
caregivers and the low prestige attached to the work. This is a problem
throughout the country, not affecting just WIZO and we call upon the authorities
to give top priority to the issue.
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The Enriched Day Care Center project (DCC and More) operated during the last
school year with the following aims: to improve the standards in the Day Care
Centers under supervision and to increase the equal opportunities in order to
reduce disparities by providing an improved service in various areas of the
country, to children of parents with different economic levels.
The purpose of the program was to include, together with our professionalism ,
excellency and renewal, which WIZO has acquired over the decades of working
with early age children. There is a continuously rising demand for the program,
today 59 DCC’s are taking part and we expect that number to rise to 75. The
program gives extra facets of service including enrichment programs, nutrition,
including meat meals in the menu, etc. The parents are partners, they choose the
program and often learn together with their children.

The Early Age Care Division has a reputation for professionally training its
caregivers and continually nurturing its human resources. We realize the
importance of continual training during their working hours, ON THE JOB
TRAINING, and this will help us to attract new manpower, by explaining that one
day a week is set aside for training. We are beginning the project in Jerusalem,
as a pilot course, in partnership with the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor
and we intend to extend it to other areas of the country.
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The end of the school year was celebrated in all our Day Care Centers. At an
event held in the new WIZO Day Care Center in Tel Aviv University, the children
took part in a creative activity, in the presence of VIP’s from the university and
from WIZO. The children rode upon horses, enjoyed inflated apparatus and made
kites which they then flew. The event further bonded the relationship between
WIZO, the University and the parents.

WIZO Education Division:
A very moving musical horse riding event was held at the Center for Therapeutic
Horse Riding at WIZO Nir Haemek, sponsored by WIZO Argentina and WIZO
USA. Two hundred riders took part,to the excitement of the pupils and their
parents. The riders included children who were still in kindergarten as well as
riders who are cognitively challenged in their motor skills and need special
treatment from Bet Uri in Afulla. Bet Uri pupils, from Afulla, have been
attending lessons at WIZO Nir Haemek for many years.
In the words of Esti Cohen, Head of WIZO Nir Haemek, ‘At times such as these
we realize the importance of giving to others and seeing their pure happiness’.
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Four pupils from WIZO Nir Haemek successfully completed the ‘Wings of Eagles’
project in air gliding operated by the Gilboa local authority. The project was in
memory of a pilot and funded by a private amutah. Students from four schools,
both Arab and Jewish, took part in the project

An industrial course to introduce pupils into subjects that are relevant in today’s
world, and teaching professional jargon was given to pupils of WIZO Ahuzat
Yeladim, sponsored by WIZO Australia. 15 participants took part in the course
which covered subjects such as branding, advertising, marketing, etc. Each lesson
was divided into theoretical studies and practical work. The pupils from Ahuzat
Yeladim exhibited an excellent advertising campaign and Ahuzat Yeladim won 4th
place out of 70 schools which took part in the course.
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A unique three year youth leadership course for girls (from 10th-12th grades)
which was designed at WIZO Hadassim sponsored by WIZO Canada.is being
copied by other educational facilities around the country. The course emphasizes
empowering and improving the self confidence of girls. 20 girls from the
dormitory took part each week in the program which included lectures,
workshops, the history of feminism, violence within the family, sexist advertising,
eating disorders, sexual harassment, birth control, etc. Every year the girls end
the course with a nature trip.

Pupils of WIZO Hadassim who took part in the Youth Initiators competition for
schools in Israel were chosen to represent the country at the finals which is to
be held in Europe in 2013. They designed a new type of labeling for luggage,
mainly for air transport. The label can be seen from a distance and has a bar
code with the details of the
traveler. With the help of an
application the details of the bar
code can be read. We wish them
good luck and look forward to
seeing the results of this initiative
which could make life easier for all
of us.
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Students from the Kiryat Hanoar Educational Complex in Kiryat Shemona, which is
sponsored by WIZO Germany, took part in a course for computer technicians
which was offered to youth at risk, and initiated by the Youth Center. The
students took part in 166 hours of study and graduates of the course are eligible
to a certificate from the Technological College in Tel Hai, which was the venue
for the lessons.
Participants in the Bar and Bat Mitzvah project at the WIZO Community Center
in Afulla, which is sponsored by WIZO uk and WIZO Holland took part in a
number of activities including a family outing to Jerusalem, and religious
ceremonies for both the boys and the girls. They visited a factory where tefillin
are made and the girls learned to bake challot, which they then donated to the
needy.
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An evening dedicated to the Jewish community from Iraq was held at the Center,
with appearances, dancing and stories about the community in Iraq and their
aliyah to Israel.
The Community Center in Afulla operates an enrichment project for women from
the eastern neighborhoods of the city, with weekly activities and exercises, and
including a workshop under the heading ‘’Personal Empowerment leads to Change’.

The current year in the WIZO
Community Center in Afulla ended with
a joint program with the Municipality
dedicated to young musical groups, in
which talented youth from Afulla took
part, playing to a wide audience.

On the 22nd June, a dance studio was inaugurated at the Miami Beach WIZO
Center in Ramat Gan. This was made possible thanks to a generous donation from
Mr. Zalman Lekach, the brother of Jana Falic, Co. President of WIZO USA.
Hundreds of girls take part in dancing lessons at the Center, from the ages of 6
to 86!!. The Center has activities throughout the course of the day until the late
evening. The new dance studio will greatly add to their enriching activities.
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10th grade pupils from the WIZO
Vocational School in Bet Hakerem,
sponsored by WIZO uk, received
their Israeli identity cards. As well
as receiving lessons on the
importance of this event, they visited
the Knesset in order to see how
democracy works. At the end of the
visit each pupil was presented with
his or her identity card in a special
ceremony.

The WIZO Vocational School in Bet Hakerem, sponsored by WIZO uk, places high
importance on ‘road safety’ as do all our schools and youth villages. This year 12th
grade pupils of the school took part in a simulated course which demonstrated
high risk situations that occur on the roads.
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The closing ceremony of the Bronze Award stage of the Israel Youth Award took
place at WIZO Nahalal, sponsored by WIZO Canada and WIZO uk. 74 pupils
were presented with the award signifying that they had successfully completed
the four stages in the Bronze stage, having taken part in weekly activities.

Thousands of WIZO pupils, in WIZO’s eight schools took part in ceremonies at
the end of June, to signal the close of the school year. Celebrations were held
with parents, graduates, WIZO representatives, and representatives from
Municipalities and local authorities..

We wish all our students a pleasant and safe summer. We wish our graduates a
safe army service and a successful future.

May the Lord Bless and Keep You.
Numbers: 6-24
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WIZO Israel

WIZO Israel continues its efforts to increase income from the Second Hand shops.Bigudiyot. We are working with experts who have helped us to increase our profits
significantly. As ‘vintage’ comes more into fashion, our WIZO shops are attracting more
attention.

WIZO branches closed the year by renewing all their procedures and implementing new
ones, especially regarding fundraising activities. All the branches have begun to market
gifts for Rosh Hashana and WIZO Israel is making new agreements with business firms,
which are providing new items to sell side by side with the familiar items.
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25 teenage girls from the Osafiya branch, aged 16-17, took part in activities which
included workshops and gender oriented programs. The funding was from donations that
were received at the time of the fire on the Carmel.

In May 2012 the Prime Minister set up a committee to explore sharing the burden of the
IDF equally amongst the whole population, which would entail enlisting ultra orthodox into
the army. As a result of complaints that were received in WIZO and due to the special
conditions that were being given to the ultra orthodox in the army, women were being
excluded from various tasks in the army making areas ‘women sterile’ with no female
officers. WIZO began a campaign in order to bring attention to this gender abuse, and
the need to ensure the status of women and prevent any damage to their positions.
Senior female officers were invited to an assembly, together with academics in the army,
who called upon the Prime Minister not to let the enlistment of the ultra orthodox affect
their standing. The campaign was highly publicized in the media.
Activities came to the years end in 83 afternoon centers and will resume after the
summer break. Some of the afternoon centers operated as summer camp activities.. 23
therapeutical centers continued to operate throughout the summer vacation.
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During the last month WIZO Israel held 11 UP (Unlimited Potential) courses to prepare
women for joining the workforce by teaching them computer skills and how to project
themselves during job interviews. Courses were held in: Jerusalem, Ramla, Beersheba,
Holon, Tel Aviv, Rishon Lezion, Acco, Haifa, Netanya, Bnei Brak, and Sderot.

Since this is the last copy of ‘What is New in WIZO’ before the New Year. I would
like to take this opportunity to wish our WIZO volunteers and chaverot wherever they
may be, our staff, our pupils and our children, together with their families, and the
whole House of Israel a Happy and Peaceful New Year .

With best regards,

Prof. Rivka Lazovsky,
Chairperson,
World WIZO Executive
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